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The importance of non-coding RNAs and their informatics tools has grown
for a decade due to a drastic increase of known non-coding RNAs. RNA se-
quence alignment is one of the most important technologies in such informatics
tools. Recently, we have proposed a multi-objective genetic algorithm, Co-
folga2mo, for obtaining an approximate set of weak Pareto optimal solutions
for global pairwise RNA sequence alignment, where a sequence similarity and a
secondary structure contribution are taken into account as objective functions.
In the present study, we have developed a web server for obtaining RNA se-
quence alignments by Cofolga2mo and for assisting the decision making from
the alignments. Furthermore, we introduced an index for reducing the number
of alignments output by Cofolga2mo. As a result, we successfully reduced the
maximum number of alignments for an input RNA sequence pair from fifty to
ten without a significant loss of accurate alignments. By using the BRAliBase
2.1 benchmark dataset, we show that a set of alignments output by Cofolga2mo
for an input RNA sequence pair, which has at most ten alignments, includes
an accurate alignment compared to those of the previous mono-objective RNA
sequence alignment programs.

1. Introduction

Non-coding RNAs (ncRNAs) play various important roles in cells such as regu-
lation 1), splicing 2) and maturation of other functional biomolecules 3) in addition
to the well-known functions in translation (e.g., transfer RNAs and ribosomal
RNAs). Since ncRNAs usually have characteristic secondary structures in accor-
dance with their cellular functions, the secondary structures of ncRNAs which
have a same function can be conserved even when the nucleotide sequences do
not conserved. For this reason, inclusion of a structural information into an
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alignment algorithm is essential for RNA sequence alignment and recent RNA
sequence alignment methods have utilized secondary structures to obtain an ac-
curate alignment.

Fusion of sequence alignment and RNA secondary structure prediction has
first been realized in Sankoff’s algorithm 4). Since Sankoff’s algorithm is an at-
tractive idea and the computational complexity of its naive implementation is
very high, many variations of Sankoff’s algorithm have been proposed and used
to align structure-unknown RNA sequences; the variations range from dynamic
programming to stochastic algorithms 5)–12). In addition to these softwares dis-
tributed as a downloadable file at each website, several web servers have also been
developed and users can freely perform an RNA sequence alignment at the web
servers through the Internet: e.g., SCARNA and Murlet servers at ncRNA.org 13),
LocARNA server at Vienna RNA web servers 14), MASTR server 11), R-Coffee
server 15) and the FOLDALIGN web server 16). The number of the websites which
provide a web service of RNA sequence alignment is scarce compared to the num-
ber of RNA sequence alignment programs distributed as a downloadable file. One
possible reason for this is the relatively high computational complexities of the
RNA sequence alignment algorithms. Since installation of a downloaded software
into each PC is tedious and web services can give an install-less richer usability
including graphical interfaces, increasing the number of the websites where users
can freely perform RNA sequence alignment is important for the researchers who
have an interest in analyzing RNA sequences.

Recently, we have developed an efficient RNA sequence alignment program
called Cofolga2mo 17), which is based on multi-objective genetic algorithm
(MOGA) 18). Cofolga2mo explores weak Pareto optimal solutions in an objective
function space composed of a sequence similarity and a consensus structure score,
and outputs an approximate set of weak Pareto optimal alignments. In RNA se-
quence alignment, sequence similarity and consensus structure score are usually
conflicted, i.e., there is a tradeoff between these two objective functions. Since a
MOGA outputs not a single but multiple optimal solutions when a tradeoff exists
between objective functions, Cofolga2mo also usually outputs multiple solutions
(the approximate set). In our previous paper 17), we showed that the approxi-
mate set (composed of at most fifty alignments) includes an accurate alignment
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compared to the alignments obtained by previous state-of-the-art mono-objective
RNA sequence alignment programs. In the present paper, we propose a simple
index for reducing the number of the solutions output from Cofolga2mo; by sort-
ing the fifty alignments output from Cofolga2mo with the index, we can reduce
the maximum number of alignments output for an input RNA sequence pair to
ten without a significant loss of an accurate alignment included in the original
fifty alignments.

When we use a MOGA to solve a combinatorial optimization problem, a user
(decision maker) has to inspect a set of solutions produced by the MOGA in order
to find a result suitable for his/her purpose since MOGA usually outputs multiple
solutions. To inspect the results, not a character-based user interface (CUI) but
a graphical user interface (GUI) is useful for MOGA. In this paper, we present a
web server for executing Cofolga2mo and browsing the approximate set of weak
Pareto optimal alignments with a GUI. In addition to the output alignments,
the consensus secondary structure predicted for each output alignment can also
be browsed at the web server in an interactive way. By inspecting the consensus
secondary structure predicted for each output alignment, users can select an
RNA sequence alignment more intuitively than when using the CUI version of
Cofolga2mo.

2. Methods

2.1 Cofolga2mo Algorithm
Since the detail of Cofolga2mo algorithm is published in the previous paper 17),

we briefly describe the algorithm here. The aim of Cofolga2mo is to obtain an
approximate set of weak Pareto optimal solutions for RNA sequence alignment
problem, where a solution is represented by a global pairwise alignment of a user-
given RNA sequence pair. Weak Pareto optimal solutions are defined as a set of
solutions which are not strongly dominated by any other solution, where Solution
A is said to strongly dominate Solution B if the values of all objective functions
of Solution A are strictly better than those of Solution B. In Cofolga2mo, a
sequence similarity score s and a consensus structure score P are used as objective
functions. A higher value is better for these two objective functions. The s

is calculated with RIBOSUM85-60 19) and affine gap penalties (an opening gap

penalty = 30 and an elongation gap penalty = 4; terminal gap penalties are set
to zero). These values of gap penalties are taken from our previous paper 17).
The P is calculated by the following formula:

P =
∑

i<j

bij , (1)

where bij is an arithmetic mean of the base paring probabilities of two RNA se-
quences, where i and j indicate alignment column positions and the base paring
probabilities are computed by RNAfold 20); bij is set to zero if the base pairing
probability of one of the RNAs is zero. Exploration of weak Pareto optimal
solutions in Cofolga2mo proceeds on the basis of a standard genetic algorithm
(GA) 21), where a population of solutions (pairwise alignments) is randomly gen-
erated at initialization step and then the population is improved by iteratively
applying evaluation and reproduction procedures; a GA population size of fifty is
used in the present web server. In evaluation step, the s and P of each alignment
are calculated and a ‘dominance rank’ is assigned to each alignment. A lower
value of the dominance rank indicates the solution is closer to the weak Pareto
optimal solutions, and a dominance rank of one is assigned to the best solutions
in each population. The dominance rank is computed by using non-dominated
sorting 18). In reproduction step, solutions with a dominance rank of one in the
current population are copied to the population of the next GA iteration (elite-
preserving strategy). Thereafter child solutions are generated by applying GA
operators to parent solutions until the population for the next GA iteration is
fulfilled by the elite and newly generated child solutions, where the parents are
randomly selected with a dominance-rank-based roulette wheel selection. The it-
eration between evaluation and reproduction steps is stopped when a maximum
iteration number of 200 is reached or the number of solutions with a dominance
rank of one has not changed for a continuous thirty GA iterations.

2.2 A Linear Weight Index for Selecting Accurate Alignments
A set of alignments output by Cofolga2mo can include various alignments,

which range from that with a low s and a high P to that of a high s and a low
P . When a user aligns an RNA sequence pair having a low sequence identity, we
can expect that good alignments exist in the alignments with a high P and a low
s, and vice versa. By utilizing this idea, we can reduce the number of alignments
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output by Cofolga2mo before manually inspecting the results. In the present
study, we propose a linear weight index I for reducing the number of alignments
output by Cofolga2mo. The I is calculated by the following linear combination
of s and P :

I = s + wP, w = ασ + β, (2)
where w is a weight factor and σ is the percent sequence identity. The σ is
calculated based on the alignment with the highest s in the approximate set of
weak Pareto optimal alignments obtained by Cofolga2mo; α and β are parameters
to be determined based on a training data. After obtaining an approximate set
of weak Pareto optimal solutions, we can assign I to each alignment by using
their s and P . Then we sort all alignments contained in the approximate set in
descending order of I and obtain a sorted alignment list. By picking up the top
alignments in the sorted alignment list, we can select a subset of the approximate
set in accordance with the percent sequence identity σ of the input RNA sequence
pair.

In the present study, the values of α and β for the I were determined by using
5,010 reference pairwise alignments (the k2-dataset used in the previous paper 17))
taken from the BRAliBase 2.1 22), which are composed of alignments with a wide
range of sequence identities. The best set of α and β was determined by finding
the set of α and β which gives the highest mean Mathews correlation coefficient
(CC). The CC is defined as follows:

CC =
TP · TN − FP · FN√

(TP + FP )(TP + FN)(TN + FP )(TN + FN)
, (3)

where TP, TN, FP and FN indicate the number of correctly predicted base pairs,
the number of negative pairs predicted as negative, the number of negative pairs
incorrectly predicted as positive and the number of positive pairs incorrectly
predicted as negative, respectively. The reference base pairs were obtained by
mapping the secondary structures of Rfam 7.0 23) to the reference alignments.
The predicted base pairs used for the alignment performance evaluation were
generated by applying RNAalifold 24) to a predicted alignment. We evaluated the
alignment performance of Cofolga2mo by a mean CC obtained for the BRAliBase
2.1 k2-dataset. The mean CC of Cofolga2mo was calculated by using the best
CC in the top alignments in each alignment list sorted by I, where the alignment

list is output by Cofolga2mo for each input RNA sequence pair.
2.3 Web Server
Cofolga2mo web server is available at our website �1. In Cofolga2mo web server,

two RNA sequences whose lengths are ≤ 200 nucleotides can be aligned by pasting
the two RNA sequences (in fasta format) into the input form of the website. In
the submission page of the website, a user can select the number, nout, of output
alignments and the measure for sorting the alignments before submitting a job.
As a measure for the sorting, I, s and P are available (a default setting is I). An
initial random number can also be selected at the submission page.

The results of Cofolga2mo are browsed through two types of web pages. The
first one (sorted alignment list) contains a table of weak Pareto optimal align-
ments computed by Cofolga2mo. In this page, top nout alignments are tabulated
in descending order of the measure selected in the submission page. From the
first web page, we can move to the second web page (predicted consensus struc-
ture), where a user can interactively browse the consensus secondary structure
predicted for each alignment. Since Cofolga2mo does not have an ability for out-
putting a consensus structure, the consensus structure prediction is performed
with RNAalifold 24). In the web page for browsing the consensus structure, the
predicted secondary structure of each of two input RNA sequences is visualized
by using a Java API of VARNA 3.7 25). In addition, at the bottom of the web
page for browsing the structure, the predicted consensus secondary structure and
an alignment for which the structure was predicted are shown.

In both the first and second web pages, a plot in a s-P plane drawn with
gnuplot is revealed at the top of each page. By browsing the plots, user can
know the distribution of the obtained solutions in the objective function space.
Cofolga2mo web server is implemented in perl.

3. Results

3.1 Parameter Determination
As mentioned above, the values of parameters α and β have to be determined

in order to reduce the number of output alignments by using a linear weight

�1 http://rna.eit.hirosaki-u.ac.jp/cofolga2mo/srv/
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index I. In the present study, the parameter space to be explored is represented
by a coarse grid (α, β) ∈ A × B, where A = {−0.1,−0.2, · · · ,−1.9,−2.0} and
B = {10, 20, · · · , 90, 100}. The set of α and β at the grid point which gives the
highest mean CC was adopted as the best set of α and β. The mean CC was
obtained by using the best CC in the top ten alignments in each alignment list
sorted by I. As a result of the optimization using 5,010 RNA sequence pairs
taken from the BRAliBase 2.1 k2-dataset, we obtained α = −0.4 and β = 40,
which gives a mean CC = 0.782. In addition to the parameter determination
based on the whole dataset, we performed 5-fold cross validation for the same
dataset. The BRAliBase 2.1 k2-dataset was divided into five sub-datasets, and
five training sub-datasets were constructed by subtracting one of the five sub-
datasets from the whole dataset. The whole dataset was divided in such a way
that the sequence identity and RNA type distributions of the sub-datasets are
not biased. The subtracted sub-dataset was used as a test dataset for each
training sub-dataset. After that, the parameter determination procedure same
with that mentioned above was applied to each of five training sub-datasets and
the obtained parameters were tested with a corresponding test sub-dataset. As
a result, we obtained mean CCs of 0.776, 0.783, 0.777, 0.787 and 0.785 for the
five test sub-datasets.

Figure 1 shows the nout dependence of the mean CC for Cofolga2mo, where
nout is the number of output alignments and each mean CC was calculated by
using the best CC in the top nout alignments. In this figure, mean CCs for
Foldalign 2.1.0 8) and Dynalign 4.5 9), which gave the highest mean CCs in our
previous benchmark with the same dataset 17), are also plotted. Although the
mean CC (0.782) obtained for the top ten alignments (nout = 10) is lower than
that (0.801) for all alignments (nout = 50), still it is better than those of the pre-
vious mono-objective RNA sequence alignment programs (unfortunately, when
we used the alignments with the best I [nout = 1], we obtained the mean CC
worse than those of the mono-objective methods). Thus, by inspecting the ten
alignments output by the present web server, users can obtain accurate align-
ments compared to those of previous mono-objective methods. It is noted that,
however, inaccurate alignments can also be included in the top ten alignments of
the alignment list sorted by I (i.e., there is no guarantee that all alignments in

Fig. 1 The nout dependence of the mean CC for Cofolga2mo, where nout is the number of
output alignments. Mean CCs for Foldalign 2.1.0 and Dynalign 4.5 are also plotted by
dashed and dotted lines, respectively.

the top ten are accurate).
3.2 Sorted Alignment List
By pasting two RNA sequences into a form and clicking the submit button at

the submission page of Cofolga2mo web server, a user can browse the alignment
results at the ‘web page for the alignment list’. Figure 2 shows a screen shot of
the web page for the alignment list output by the server. The top of the web page,
a plot in s-P plane is shown. In this plot, open triangles indicate nout alignments
output by Cofolga2mo, where nout is the number of output alignments; nout

can be specified by the user at the submission page. Just below the s-P plot,
the sorted alignment list is tabulated. In this list, nout alignments obtained by
Cofolga2mo are contained in each row with its I, P and s. The alignments are
sorted in descending order of a measure which was selected by the user at the
submission page. At the left most column (a ‘Fold’ column) of the table, there
is a button for browsing a consensus secondary structure; by clicking the button,
the second web page is opened and the user can browse the consensus secondary
structure predicted for each alignment.
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Fig. 2 A screenshot of the alignment list output by Cofolga2mo web server.

3.3 Predicted Consensus Secondary Structure
In the second web page for browsing the predicted consensus secondary struc-

ture (Fig. 3), the user can see a s-P plot, predicted secondary structures for two
RNA sequences, and a consensus secondary structure predicted for the selected
alignment. In the s-P plot shown at the top of the web page, a point correspond-
ing to the selected alignment is plotted by a blue solid triangle in addition to the
points for the other alignments denoted by open triangles. Below the s-P plot,
predicted secondary structures for two RNA sequences are visualized by using
VARNA. These structures are derived from the consensus secondary structure
predicted for the alignment. By virtue of the various functions implemented in
VARNA, the user can not only interactively examine the structures (e.g., rota-
tion, zoom and shift of a structure), but also download the secondary structures

Fig. 3 A screenshot of the predicted consensus secondary structure. A user can browse the
structure for the alignment selected at the alignment list. Two screenshots were con-
catenated for this figure.

in various formats including SVG, EPS and PNG. A base pair between the nu-
cleotide positions i and j is eliminated from the predicted secondary structures
visualized by VARNA if |i − j| ≤ 3. At the bottom of this web page, a con-
sensus secondary structure predicted for the alignment is shown. Accompanying
with the alignment and the consensus secondary structure in bracket notation, a
free energy output by RNAalifold is also displayed to assess the stability of the
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predicted consensus secondary structure.

4. Discussion

Let us consider a mono-objective RNA sequence alignment method, where we
maximize an objective function f(s, P ) which monotonically increases with both
s and P (i.e., f(sa, P ) < f(sb, P ) if sa < sb and f(s, Pa) < f(s, Pb) if Pa < Pb). In
such an optimization, the optimal solution for any f(s, P ) becomes one of Pareto
optimal solutions. A Pareto optimal solution is defined as a solution which is not
dominated by any other solution, where Solution A is said to dominate Solution
B if ‘sA ≥ sB and PA ≥ PB’ and ‘sA �= sB or PA �= PB’ in the present study.
According to this definition, it is guaranteed that, for any non-Pareto optimal
solution, there exists a Pareto optimal solution whose value of the f(s, P ) is
higher than that of the non-Pareto optimal solution, since the s or P of any
non-Pareto optimal solution is strictly smaller than the corresponding value of
a Pareto optimal solution. Thus, obtaining Pareto optimal solutions (which are
included in weak Pareto optimal solutions) is equivalent to obtaining the optimal
solutions for various f(s, P ) at once. This is the reason why accurate alignments
can be included in Pareto optimal solutions. The reason for using the notion of
not Pareto but weak Pareto optimal solutions in Cofolga2mo is mentioned in our
previous paper 17).

In the present paper, we propose a web server for performing a global pair-
wise RNA sequence alignment on the basis of multi-objective genetic algorithm.
Since our server can quickly give an accurate alignment even for a sequence pair
with a low sequence identity 17), the present web server will be useful for users
who are interested in RNA sequence alignment. In addition, we proposed a lin-
ear weight index in the present paper, by which we can reduce the maximum
number of alignments output by Cofolga2mo with a small loss of accurate align-
ments. Cofolga2mo algorithm can be extended to multiple alignment if we use
genetic operators for multiple alignment. We are now developing such a multiple
alignment version of Cofolga2mo.

One known problem of the present server is a redundancy of predicted consen-
sus structures. E.g., when we generate ten RNA sequence alignments, we can
predict ten consensus structures based on the ten alignments. However, it is also

possible that an exactly same structure is predicted for several different align-
ments. Since we cannot use the consensus structure to compare the alignments
in such a situation, it is desirable that similar predicted consensus structures
are detected automatically and indicated in the alignment list. Development of
such a version of the web server is currently in progress. Another problem is
that of common to all stochastic algorithms, i.e., Cofolga2mo can output differ-
ent solutions in accordance with the value of initial random number. Therefore,
we recommend users to try multiple runs with different initial random numbers
if the user wants to examine the random number dependence of the results of
Cofolga2mo. This function is implemented in the submission page of Cofolga2mo
web server.
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